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By James O. Kemm : Tulsa: Oil Capital of the World (Images of America)  lifting 25 ton steel coils more than 50 
feet from a barge to the main wharf will go faster at the tulsa port of catoosa with the replacement of 1309 feet of wire 
newstalk radio for tulsa ok live audio feed Tulsa: Oil Capital of the World (Images of America): 

1 of 1 review helpful Photos only but still invaluable By Cristeven I was a bit dissippointed that the book was only 
photos but overall a good source nontheless Great images with minimal explanations about the history of this city 0 of 
0 review helpful Five Stars By kennard j fuselier Great In 1905 a gusher of black gold sprang up southwest of Tulsa 
two years before Oklahoma became a state The site known as Glenn Pool became the first major oil field in Oklahoma 
with reserves so huge that it could produce millions of barrels of crude As word of the boom spread a rush of laborers 
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lease buyers oilmen promoters producers and speculators flooded into the area with dreams of striking it rich Oil fields 
adjacent to Glenn Pool developed and Tul About the Author James O Kemm a Tulsa resident retired here after a career 
in petroleum trade association management A University of Missouri journalism graduate he taught journalism at 
Rider College worked as a newspaperman and wrote Let rsquo s Talk Pet 
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